Frankfurt

More than a decade ago, the Frankfurt office started out as a real estate capital markets practice, serving a core clientele of German and international funds, asset managers and institutional investors. While the strong focus on the real estate and fund industry remains, the Frankfurt office is also home to a specialized German and international arbitration practice and a dedicated life sciences practice.

Closely integrated into our world-leading international arbitration group, the Frankfurt team is advising clients in what will be some of the largest investment arbitration proceedings in the energy sector in Europe in the coming years.

The Frankfurt team is also an active player in the life sciences and food and beverage arenas, counseling clients in the healthcare, food, medical devices and pharmaceutical industries and representing them before German and European courts.

In all these areas, our lawyers are able to handle complex cross-border matters, leveraging King & Spalding’s capabilities within Germany, Europe and across the world.

The 2019/2020 edition of the German legal directory JUVE Handbook ranked the team’s performance in investment funds, real estate, transactional tax, dispute resolution, pharmaceuticals and healthcare, and food law.

Cases & Deals
November 18, 2019
Hannover Leasing Acquires the €80 Million "Clouth 104" Urban Quarter in Cologne

June 25, 2019
Barings Real Estate Advisers Sells "The Westlight" in Berlin

November 15, 2018
K&S advises BEOS on sale of EUR 520 mio. real estate fund portfolio

Recognition

Ranked the team’s performance in investment funds, real estate, transactional tax, dispute resolution, pharmaceuticals and healthcare, and food law.

GERMANY’S JUVE HANDBOOK 2019/2020

Ranked among Germany’s leading law firms for investment funds, real estate, arbitration and healthcare and life sciences.

LEGAL 500 DEUTSCHLAND 2020
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King & Spalding LLP
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Taunustor 1
Frankfurt am Main, 60310
+49 69 257 811 000
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Mario Leissner
Frankfurt

Ariane Kuhnke
Frankfurt
CLIENT ALERT
August 24, 2020
France – Thresholds for Prior Authorization of Agreements with Healthcare Professionals and for Benefits of Low Value are Finally Out

CLIENT ALERT
June 29, 2020
France - New notification and authorization regime for exemptions from benefits/payments to the healthcare sector will enter into force in October 2020

ARTICLE
June 15, 2020
Editorial - Eine Krise kann auch Gutes mit sich bringen

Events

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
December 2, 2020
Henning Aufderhaar to Speak at Fund Law Conference

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
November 12, 2020
Ulf Grundmann to Speak at Association of the German Confectionery Industry Event

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
November 5, 2020
Mario Leissner to Speak at FondsForum

News

IN THE NEWS
July 1, 2020
Editorial: Eine Krise kann auch Gutes mit sich bringen

RECOGNITION
July 1, 2020
Best Lawyers Recognizes Europe-based King & Spalding Lawyers in its 2021 Guides

RECOGNITION
April 27, 2020
King & Spalding’s German Transactional Tax Practice Once Again Recognized in latest JUVE Handbook Tax